RESOLUTIONS OF THE FABSR MEETING, TRABZON, 16 May 2009

In their meeting in Istanbul on 16 May 2009, the FABSR members have agreed upon following resolutions:

- FABSR operation shall be executed in the framework of the attached Terms of Reference adopted in this meeting;
- The Order of Architects of Romania (OAR) will undertake the FABSR Terms Presidency for 2 years;
- The Chamber of Architects of Turkey (CAT) will undertake the Permanent Secretariat for 4 years;
- Trabzon Declaration, adopted in this meeting and attached to these resolutions shall be disseminated to all relevant circles in the Black Sea.
- FABSR will continue its contacts with countries in the Black Sea basin, which are not yet its members. UIA Region II Vice President Lisa Siola, who was present in the Trabzon meeting, committed herself to maintain contacts between the FABSR and Technical Chamber of Greece and expressed the positive approach of the TCG to become a FABSR member. FABSR membership of Greece will begin immediately after TCG sends an official letter to the FABSR Permanent Secretariat.

Signed on 16 May 2009 in Trabzon by authorized representatives of:

Armenia  Azerbaijan

Bulgaria  Georgia

Romania  Russia

Turkey  Ukraine